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ACTIVITY REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE 2021 

1. WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 
 

Every year, World Environment Day is celebrated on 5th of June to 
spread awareness among people and to encourage them to take action 
to protect the environment.


A beautiful video was posted to all the class groups of KG, NSB. The 
teacher-in-charge, Mrs. Megha Pant explained the significance of our 
environment and emphasised on the importance of preserving and 
protecting our nature.


With the same aim to instill the responsibility towards saving our Mother 
Earth at an early age, we asked parents to encourage their ward to 
plant saplings in their own homes. Parents whole heartedly contributed 
and encouraged their children to do the activity and shared some 
pictures of their wards doing the activity enthusiastically.




2.  PAPER CRUMBLING ACTIVITY 




Paper crumbling is a simple, fun-filled, fine motor development 
exercise. Improving of fine motor skills and the coordination of those 
little hand muscles is very important for developing a child’s self care 
ability, such as threading buttons on a shirt and holding a pencil in 
order to colour or write.


Children were encouraged to do this activity under parental guidance.


In view of the above, a video on paper crumbling activity was posted to  
all the UKG class groups of NKG,NSB on 30/4/2021. The teacher-in-
charge Mrs. Puja Singh, through a video explained and demonstrated a 
beautiful mango made by paper crumbling.




3.   BUBBLE PRINT ACTIVITY 




Bubble print activity helps in sensory processing skills, gross motor 
skills, hand/eye coordination and visual teaching skills in children.


It is a fun activity which helps to explore and experiment with colours 
by combining different colours to create the bubble print.


In view of the above, a video explaining the bubble print process was 
posted in all the UKG class groups on 30/4/2021. The teacher-in-
charge Mrs. Pooja Singh explained the bubble printing process step by 
step.


Parents were encouraged to guide their wards in doing the activity.




4.  TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTION 
 

The first Teacher student interaction for the month was conducted on 
18th June 2021, Friday through Microsoft Teams meeting. It was a 
general interaction about academics. During the interaction the teacher 
interacted over topics like daily reading habits, counting, doing or 
completing daily written work etc. Along with the academics, teachers 
also spoke to the children about the co-curricular activities and 
encouraged children to participate and do their best.




5.  FATHER’S DAY 

The importance of father in our lives cannot be undermined. They are 
our superheroes and are the pillars of our strength. In order to express 
their love and gratitude, Father’s day is celebrated on the Third 
Saturday of June every year.




This year it was celebrated on 20th June 2021. The teacher-in-charge, 
Mrs. Sanjana Oruganti through a video explained to the children, the 
importance of our fathers in our lives and why we should always 
respect and love them. Further this was also beautifully supported by a 
story clipp and a rhyme.


In order to make the day creative, card making was also explained to  
the children and they presented the handmade card to their dearest 
father to make him feel special.


6.  YOGA DAY 

 UKG





Yoga is a symbol of universal aspiration for health and well being. It 
is health assurance, in zero budget. 

       PM NARENDRA MODI 

Since its inception in 2015, 21st June is celebrated as the International 
Day of Yoga all over the world. This idea was proposed by our own 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. In order to explain the importance of 
Yoga to our Kindergarteners, the teacher-in-charge, Mrs. Reena Yadav 
prepared a video. The video beautifully explained, how yoga makes us 
beautiful, from inside and outside as well. As an addition, various 
simple yoga asanas were also depicted. The ease of doing yoga was 
explained using demos from little kindergarteners who performed 
Padma Asana, Vajra Asana, Dhanur Asana and various other asanas.


LKG



7.  ‘PLAY WITH COLOURS’ COLOURING ACTIVITY 
 

Colouring activity not only develops a child’s fine motor skills and eye 
hand coordination, but also inspires creativity and allows child to build 
self confidence and concentration.


The first CCA activity- Colouring Activity for both LKG and UKG 
classes, was held on 25th June 2021 on Microsoft Teams from 
9:30AM-11:45AM. Students were divided into groups of 5 and were 
given different time slots for the activity, so that the teacher could easily 
monitor each child.


The parents were briefed about all the important points regarding the 
colouring activity in advance through a detailed circular. The activity 
went well and most of the children enthusiastically participated in the 
activity. Later pictures of the activity done by children was shared by 
the parents. After receiving the pictures the best 10 pictures were 
selected by the class teacher and same were sent to the judging 
teacher to adjudge the winners.




8.  COLLAGE ACTIVITY WITH SHAPES 
 

Collage activity is very important for children during early years because 
it helps them develop their reasoning, creativity, imagination, problem 
solving skills and also enhances their motor skills and hand-eye 
coordination.


In order to teach children about shapes and help them improve their 
fine motor skills, a beautiful video on collage activity on shapes was 
posted to all the UKG class groups of KG, NSB on 25th June 2021.


The teacher-in-charge Mrs. Pooja Singh in the video demonstrated the 
activity step by step using cut outs of shapes and Fevicol and created a 
beautiful scenery.




9.  AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV 
 

Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav is a series of events to be organised by the 
government of India.


In continuation to this series, Naval Kindergarten hosted the second 
event named Patriotic Rhymes/Songs for our little ones. Numerous 
videos were received from both LKG and UKG students with 
enthusiastic participation. 


There is no better way to instill the feelings of patriotism in kids.


                                                                              (Mrs. Swati Adak) 
    Headmistress 
    NKG, NCS (V) 


